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Before we start...



Email ≠ Web



Say goodbye to the 
idea of perfection



Be flexible. 
Build a baseline. 
Enhance.



😐 Mediocre 
Email Design

🙂 Good 
Email Design 
that follows key design 
best practices and 
drives action

🌟 Outstanding 
Email Design 
that uses advanced 
techniques and really wows 
subscribers

Most emails

You!



Today, we’ll start 
with the foundation, 
and build on top.

Step-by-step.



Level 1
Getting the very basics right



Keep your layout simple. 
Real simple.

LAYOUT



of the highest performing emails sent 
via Mailchimp use a one column template. 

48%



Fewer fonts mean easier 
reading.

Make type readable with 
bigger sizes.

Use type to guide your 
reader through the email.

TYPOGRAPHY



Make sure you have web 
safe fonts set so your 
custom fonts degrade 
gracefully in oldschool 
inboxes.

TYPOGRAPHY



COLORS

Use colors that have enough 
contrast for accessibility and 
readability.

(Cause if they can’t read it, it doesn’t matter)

🔧 Tool tips

Colorable, GetStark.co

https://colorable.jxnblk.com/
https://www.getstark.co/


COLORS



Images are great.
Make sure your email works 
without them.

IMAGERY



Got this? Ready to 
move to the next step?



Level 2
Making refinements



Create clear
content hierarchy.

LAYOUT



Image selection
Try illustration or 
treating stock 
photos

IMAGERY



Accessibility: 
Don’t center-align if 
there’s more than 3 
lines of text

TYPOGRAPHY



COLORS

Develop your color palette.

🔧 Tool tips

Adobe color

https://color.adobe.com/create/color-wheel


COLORS



LAYOUT



LAYOUT

600-700px
Lots of emails 
are 600px max

640px
/2 is 320px, was 

the narrowest 
iPhone width

660px
Divides nicely into 

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10



Got this too? 
Let's keep moving up!



Level 3
Get funky



Complex layouts are tough to 
get right. Breaking grids can 
work for brands that need 
visual storytelling and an 
open feel, but it’s like playing 
with scissors. Don’t run with 
them please.

LAYOUT



TYPOGRAPHY

Experiment with web fonts.

This one uses the 
font Graphik

Litmus Guide to Web Fonts

https://www.litmus.com/blog/the-ultimate-guide-to-web-fonts/


TYPOGRAPHY

Apple Mail

Gmail
Outlook 2016



Try some advanced image 
techniques, including 
background imagery and 
animation.

IMAGERY



Try some advanced image 
techniques, including 
background imagery and 
animation.

IMAGERY



IMAGERY

Watch the full webinar: taxiforemail.com/webinar-images



Want to keep learning?

Subscribe to Really 
Good Emails.

reallygoodemails.com/signup

Check out Mailchimp 
Presents.

mailchimp.com/presents

Sign up to get email 
design tips from Taxi.

taxiforemail.com/updates

http://reallygoodemails.com/signup
https://mailchimp.com/presents/
https://taxiforemail.com/updates/

